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This highly readable yet challenging book provides a critical examination of the failings of mainstream economics and the
resultant environmental problems we are facing. Most importantly, it articulates what an alternative economics for
sustainability would look like in both theory and practice. The book provides a brief history of economics and looks at the
intersection between politics and the often hidden values embedded in economics. Also covered are the roles of
individuals and organizations, political structures and institutions, democracy, environmental decision-making,
sustainability assessment and a vision of a future underpinned by sustainability economics. A main point raised is that, in
any serious attempt to come to grips with unsustainable trends, fundamental issues such as the theory of science, the
role of science in society, paradigms in economics, ideological orientations and institutional arrangements need to be
critically examined. The theory is supported by case studies, explanatory figures, further reading sections and discussion
questions to facilitate debate and learning.
Ecological economics addresses one of the fundamental flaws in conventional economics--its failure to consider
biophysical and social reality in its analyses and equations. Ecological Economics: Principles and Applications is an
introductory-level textbook that offers a pedagogically complete examination of this dynamic new field. As a workbook
accompanying the text, this volume breaks new ground in applying the principles of ecological economics in a problemor service-based learning setting. Both the textbook and this workbook are situated within a new interdisciplinary
framework that embraces the linkages among economic growth, environmental degradation, and social inequity in an
effort to guide policy in a way that respects fundamental human values. The workbook takes the approach a step further
in placing ecological economic analysis within a systems perspective, in order to help students identify leverage points by
which they can help to affect change. The workbook helps students to develop a practical, operational understanding of
the principles and concepts explored in the text through real-world activities, and describes numerous case studies in
which students have successfully completed projects. Ecological Economics: A Workbook for Problem-Based Learning
represents an important new resource for undergraduate and graduate environmental studies courses focusing on
economics, environmental policy, and environmental problem-solving.
Sustainability Assessment is an increasingly important tool for informing planning and development decisions across the
globe. Required by law in some countries, strongly recommended in others, a comprehensive analysis of why
Sustainability Assessment is needed and clarification of the value-laden and political nature of assessments is long
overdue. Currently the writing on the subject is limited and comprises, for the most part, guidance documents and
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completed assessments. This book overcomes these shortcomings by simultaneously providing the knowledge,
inspiration and range of assessment tools in decision-making students require to tackle Sustainability Assessment
challenges nested within wide-ranging values and sustainability-grounded evidence. The collection details the current
state-of-the art in relation to Sustainability Assessment theory and practice, and considers the pluralistic nature of the tool
and the implications for achieving sustainable decision-making. The contributors set out the context for Sustainability
Assessment and then outline some contested issues which can affect interpretations of whether the decision tool has
been effective. Current practice worldwide is assessed against a consistent framework and then solutions to some of the
inherent weaknesses and causes of conflict in relation to the perceived sustainability of outcomes are put forward. The
book is unique in setting out state-of-the-art in terms of Sustainability Assessment practice by focusing on those countries
with developing experience. It also covers emerging factors influencing effectiveness of decision-making tools and
evaluates how they affect the performance of Sustainability Assessment. Written by authors among the leading university
academics teaching impact assessment courses in the most acclaimed universities worldwide operating in this field, it is
ideally suited for the growing numbers of courses in impact assessment education and training.
Handbook of Energy, Volume II: Chronologies, Top Ten Lists, and Word Clouds draws together a comprehensive
account of the energy field from the prestigious and award-winning authors of the Encyclopedia of Energy (2004), The
Dictionary of Energy, Expanded Edition (2009), and the Handbook of Energy, Volume I (2013). Handbook of Energy,
Volume II takes the wealth of information about historical aspects of energy spread across many books, journals,
websites, disciplines, ideologies, and user communities and synthesizes the information in one central repository. This
book meets the needs of a diverse readership working in energy, and serves as a vital method of communication among
communities including colleges and universities, nongovernmental organizations, government agencies, consulting firms
and research institutes of energy, environmental, and public policy issues. Interdisciplinary coverage appropriate for
scientists in environmental sciences, social and natural sciences, and engineering Top Ten lists, written by prominent
subject experts, provide personal reflections on key issues Chronologies covering 40 different subject areas provide all
the significant events in a given field from the geologic past to the present day
Proposes an new strategy for the beyond-GDP community which aims to replace the economic paradigm centred on
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by 2030.
This is an introductory textbook for an emerging paradigm that addresses the failure of conventional economics to reflect
the value of clean air, water, species diversity and generational equity. It defines a revolutionary 'transdiscipline' that
incorporates insights from the environmental sciences.
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In its first edition, this book helped to define the emerging field of ecological economics. This new edition surveys the field
today. It incorporates all of the latest research findings and grounds economic inquiry in a more robust understanding of
human needs and behavior. Humans and ecological systems, it argues, are inextricably bound together in complex and
long-misunderstood ways. According to ecological economists, conventional economics does not reflect adequately the
value of essential factors like clean air and water, species diversity, and social and generational equity. By excluding
biophysical and social systems from their analyses, many conventional economists have overlooked problems of the
increasing scale of human impacts and the inequitable distribution of resources. This introductory-level textbook is
designed specifically to address this significant flaw in economic thought. The book describes a relatively new
“transdiscipline” that incorporates insights from the biological, physical, and social sciences. It provides students with a
foundation in traditional neoclassical economic thought, but places that foundation within an interdisciplinary framework
that embraces the linkages among economic growth, environmental degradation, and social inequity. In doing so, it
presents a revolutionary way of viewing the world. The second edition of Ecological Economics provides a clear,
readable, and easy-to-understand overview of a field of study that continues to grow in importance. It remains the only
stand-alone textbook that offers a complete explanation of theory and practice in the discipline.
Environmental Economics and Sustainability presents a collection of peer-reviewed research articles contributed by
international experts that reveal the current state of our knowledge in the field of environmental economics. Presents the
latest research results on a plethora of issues relating to environmental economics and sustainability Features original
contributions from top experts in the field from around the world Addresses several of the contemporary challenges of
sustainability while infusing new energy into the field of environmental economics Covers myriad topics relating to
environmental economics and sustainability including climate change, air pollution, CO2 emissions, recycling, and the
international environmental agreement
The Concise Encyclopedia of the History of Energy draws together in a single volume a comprehensive account of the field from the
prestigious and award-winning Encyclopedia of Energy (2004). This volume covers all aspects of energy history with authoritative articles
authoritatively contributed and edited by an interdisciplinary team of experts. Extensively revised since the original publication of they
Encylopedia of Energy, this work describes the most interesting historical developments of the past five years in the energy sector. A concise
desk reference for researchers and interested in any aspect of the history of energy science Provides eminently cost-effective access to
some of the most interesting articles in Encyclopedia of Energy Significantly revised to accommodate the latest trends in each field of enquiry
This clear-thinking collection brings together 25 of Daly s essays, speeches, reviews and testimonials from the past decade. . . as a whole
they provide a useful masterclass on the principles of ecological economics. Daly s vision, as well as his frustration with mainstream
economists refusal to engage with his arguments, comes through loud and clear. New Scientist It s hard to imagine ecological economics
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without the numerous and profound contributions of Herman Daly. These papers reveal the consistency of his analysis and clarity of
exposition that have made him one of the most influential economists of his generation. Because of Herman Daly we have a much better
understanding of how economies relate to the environment, why so much is wrong with this relationship and what must be done to fix it. Peter
Victor, York University, Canada This thrilling compilation outlines the origins of the young discipline of ecological economics by the intellectual
leader of the movement, Herman Daly. He recounts how, as a member of the recently demoted environment department at the World Bank,
he integrated ecology with economics during his six years in the bowels of the beast. Herman lucidly and compellingly combines common
sense with profound understanding of both economics and ecology to arrive at sustainable solutions to the global problematique. Herman s
rigorous yet compassionate solutions to climate change, peak oil, globalization vs. internationalization, poverty reduction, and the unsung
concept of scale leading to uneconomic growth, are precisely what we need to prevent the current liquidation of our beautiful world. This book
will galvanize you into the action we need so much. Robert Goodland, Environmental adviser, World Bank Group, 1978 2001 In this book,
written in crystal clear style, Herman Daly reiterates the main points of his analysis and vision, he praises some teachers (John Ruskin,
Frederick Soddy, Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, Kenneth Boulding), he fearlessly attacks some adversaries in the World Bank and MIT, and
he offers some advice to the government of his own country, to the Russian Duma, and especially to OPEC that, if followed, would change
the world very much for the better. Finally, on a different line of thought, he interrogates conservation biologists on their reasons for wanting
to keep biodiversity since, as biologists, they claim that evolution has no particular purpose. Why not let the Sixth Great Extinction run its
course? In other words, science cannot provide an ethics of conservation, which Herman Daly finds in religion more than in democratization
deliberations. Joan Martinez-Alier, Universitat Autonòma de Barcelona, Spain Ecological Economics and Sustainable Development
comprises a carefully chosen selection of some 25 articles, speeches, congressional testimonies, reviews, and critiques from the last ten
years of Herman Daly s ever-illuminating work. This book seeks to identify the blind spots and errors in standard growth economics,
alongside the corrections that ecological economics offers to better guide us toward a sustainable economy one with deeper biophysical and
ethical roots. Under the general heading of sustainability and ecological economics, many specific topics are here brought into relation with
each other. These include: limits to growth; full-world versus empty-world economics; uneconomic growth; definitions of sustainability; peak
oil; steady-state economics; allocation versus distribution versus scale issues; non-enclosure of rival goods and enclosure of non-rival goods;
production functions and the laws of thermodynamics; OPEC and Kyoto; involuntary resettlement and development; resource versus valueadded taxation; globalization versus internationalization; immigration; climate change; and the philosophical presuppositions of policy,
including the policies suggested in connection with the topics above. This fascinating work will appeal to scholars and academics of ecol
This book presents interdisciplinary approaches towards achieving regional sustainability. The relevance of interdisciplinary research and its
consequences for economic research into the environment are elaborated, and new approaches are developed to integrate knowledge from
ecological and social sciences into economic research. Regional Sustainability includes the development of theoretical concepts as well as
applied regional case studies relating to nature conservation and agricultural policies, coastal management and air pollution problems.
Centered around the themes of decision-making processes, modelling as support for policy analysis and the evaluation of policies, it
successfully addresses problems facing researchers and policy-makers in the context of regional sustainable development. The book pays
special attention to human behaviour and stakeholders in decision-making processes, and contributes to the transition from ecological
economics to socio-ecological economics.
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Issues in Ecological Research and Application: 2011 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and
comprehensive information about Ecological Research and Application. The editors have built Issues in Ecological Research and Application:
2011 Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Ecological Research and
Application in this eBook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and
relevant. The content of Issues in Ecological Research and Application: 2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists,
engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled,
and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with authority,
confidence, and credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
This Handbook provides an overview of major current debates, trends and perspectives in ecological economics. It covers a wide range of
issues, such as the foundations of ecological economics, deliberative methods, the de-growth movement, ecological macroeconomics, social
metabolism, environmental governance, consumer studies, knowledge systems and new experimental approaches. Written by leading
authors in their respective areas of specialisation, the contributions systematize the “state of the art” in the selected topics, and draw insights
about new knowledge frontiers.
Research on the cutting edge of economics, ecology, and ethics is presented in this timely study. Building from a theoretical critique of the
tradition of cost-benefit analysis, the contributors lay the foundation for a macroeconomics of environmental sustainability and distributive
justice. Attention is then turned to three of the most critical areas of social and environmental applied research - biodiversity, climate change,
and energy. The contributors redefine progress away from growth and toward development. To this end, the first section of the book tackles
the dominant framework used in the US today to evaluate tradeoffs between economic growth and its inherent externalities. Succeeding
chapters cover a wide variety of studies related to biodiversity health and energy. Each section is anchored with overviews by top scholars in
these areas - including Herman Daly, Carl McDaniel, Stephen Schneider, and Nathan Hagens - and followed by detailed analyses reflecting
the transdisciplinary approach of ecological economics. Students and scholars of ecological, environmental, and natural resource economics,
sustainability sciences, and environmental studies will find this book of great interest. Non-profit and government agencies in search of
methods and cases that merge the study of ecology and economics will also find the analyses of great practical value.
Any human endeavor is shaped by, and shapes, changes in the physical and biological environment. In this Advanced Introduction, Matthias
Ruth draws on a diverse set of theories, methods and applications to critically assess key concepts in ecological economics.
Human well-being relies critically on ecosystem services provided by nature. Examples include water and air quality regulation, nutrient
cycling and decomposition, plant pollination and flood control, all of which are dependent on biodiversity. They are predominantly public
goods with limited or no markets and do not command any price in the conventional economic system, so their loss is often not detected and
continues unaddressed and unabated. This in turn not only impacts human well-being, but also seriously undermines the sustainability of the
economic system. It is against this background that TEEB: The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity project was set up in 2007 and led
by the United Nations Environment Programme to provide a comprehensive global assessment of economic aspects of these issues. This
book, written by a team of international experts, represents the scientific state of the art, providing a comprehensive assessment of the
fundamental ecological and economic principles of measuring and valuing ecosystem services and biodiversity, and showing how these can
be mainstreamed into public policies. This volume and subsequent TEEB outputs will provide the authoritative knowledge and guidance to
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drive forward the biodiversity conservation agenda for the next decade.
Presents the state-of-the-art of model-based integration of ecology and economics in the field of biodiversity conservation.
Most of the chapters in this volume are authored by staff or associates of the Centre for Social and Economic Research on the Global
Environment (CSERGE). CSERGE is a research centre sponsored by the UK Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC), which
specialises in interdisciplinary work focussed on environmental management issues. Weare grateful for the long term support that we have
received from the ESRC. We would also like to acknowledge the efforts of Ann Dixon and SHin Pearce in the preparation of this volume. vii
INTRODUCTION CHAPTER 1. ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS AND COASTAL ZONE ECOSYSTEMS' VALUES: AN OVERVIEW. Turner, R.
K. , Bateman, I. J. and Adger, W. N. 1. 1 Coastal zone pressure and sustainable management challenges Given the continued intensification
of the process of globalisation - involving population growth, population density changes via urbanisation, industrial development, increased
trade and capital flows, liberalisation of transnational corporation activity and lifestyle and attitudinal changes - coastal zones and their
hydrologically linked catchment areas have come under heavy environmental pressure. The scale and extent of socio-economic activities
have profound implications for the now coevolving natural and human systems and their complex interrelationships (Turner, Perrings and
Folke, 1997). The consequences of this process of change manifest themselves across a range of spatial and temporal scales. Indeed the
juxtaposition of different spatial, functional and temporal scales that is inherent in the catchment-coastal ecosystems-seas/oceans continuum
poses particularly difficult challenges for both science and resource management/governance.
This book presents a detailed and critical discussion about how human wellbeing can be maintained and improved in a postgrowth era. It
highlights the close links between economic growth, market capitalism, and the welfare state demonstrating that, in many ways, wellbeing
outcomes currently depend on the growth paradigm. Here the authors argue that notions of basic human needs deserve greater emphasis in
debates on postgrowth because they are more compatible with limits to growth. Drawing on theories of social practices, the book explores
structural barriers to transitions to a postgrowth society, and ends with suggestions for policies and institutions that could support wellbeing in
the context of postgrowth. This thought-provoking work makes a valuable contribution to debates surrounding climate change, sustainability,
welfare states and inequality and will appeal to students and scholars of social policy, sociology, political science, economics, political
ecology and human geography.
Stay up to date on international trends in convention tourism! Convention Tourism: International Research and Industry Perspectives is a
thorough analysis of the industry’s key markets, combining insightful articles with detailed case studies. Equally valuable as a professional
handbook, research reference guide, and textbook, this comprehensive book includes an account of the history of convention tourism and its
economic contributions, marketing and human resources analyses, global and regional developments, and research issues and challenges.
Convention Tourism addresses issues critical to the three key regions of the convention and meeting industry--North America, Europe, and
Asia-Pacific. The book features a wide range of material from the top educators around the world, reflecting an international perspective
befitting the industry’s growing trend toward globalization. Convention Tourism also presents in-depth studies that focus on the United
States, the Mediterranean, Australia, and Korea, and takes a look ahead at likely business, technological, and social trends that are likely to
affect the convention industry in the coming years. Convention Tourism also examines: proposed economic impact assessment framework
regional planning and development initiatives education and training programs from industry associations and universities research resources
international meeting management As more and more international sites compete with traditional markets for lucrative convention contracts, it
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is crucial that professionals, researchers, and academics have a global understanding of the industry’s past, present, and future. Convention
Tourism is an essential overview of the most important element of the business tourism industry.
In a concise and crisp manner, this book presents the state of the art in ecological economics, an interdisciplinary field focused on the
analysis of sustainability of global, national and regional economic systems. An elegant guide, the book offers a range of cutting edge
methods used in sustainability research including multicriteria decision aid (MCDA), input-output analysis, and life cycle analysis. This book is
packed with references for students with some background in economics, environmental science or mathematics who aim to develop the
analytical skills required for redirecting our development path towards sustainability in government, international organisations, academia,
non-profit sector and business. As such, the book is primarily aimed at MSc and first year PhD students reading for degrees in Environmental
Change and Management, Ecological Economics, Environmental Management, Philosophy, Politics and Economics, and those taking part in
similar programmes. The book strives to develop the idea that a significant adjustment of the current economic theories is required, an idea
supported by the emerged world economic crisis, the climatic and biodiversity crisis the world is currently facing and the enormously slow
progress that has been made in the field of reorientation of the global economy towards sustainability. The practical case studies provided
focus on the most pressing topics of today, and the book adopts a positive approach for problem solving and strategic development, which is
aimed at educating the future decision makers and business leaders.
Few aspects of American military history have been as vigorously debated as Harry Truman's decision to use atomic bombs against Japan.
In this carefully crafted volume, Michael Kort describes the wartime circumstances and thinking that form the context for the decision to use
these weapons, surveys the major debates related to that decision, and provides a comprehensive collection of key primary source
documents that illuminate the behavior of the United States and Japan during the closing days of World War II. Kort opens with a summary of
the debate over Hiroshima as it has evolved since 1945. He then provides a historical overview of thye events in question, beginning with the
decision and program to build the atomic bomb. Detailing the sequence of events leading to Japan's surrender, he revisits the decisive battles
of the Pacific War and the motivations of American and Japanese leaders. Finally, Kort examines ten key issues in the discussion of
Hiroshima and guides readers to relevant primary source documents, scholarly books, and articles.
This book focuses on modelling in ecological economics and offers a comprehensive overview of current and emerging methods of applying
mathematical, computational and conceptual methods to environmental issues. Following a detailed introduction, the authors investigate
various modelling techniques including: * evolutionary modelling * input-output modelling * neo-Austrian modelling * entropy in ecological
economics * thermodynamic models * multi-criteria evaluation * agent-based modelling * the environmental Kuznets curve.
A comprehensive introduction to the emerging field of ecological economics assuming no prior knowledge of economics.
A complete account of evolutionary thought in the social, environmental and policy sciences, creating bridges with biology.
Since becoming formally established with an international academic society in the late 1980s, ecological economics has advanced
understanding of the interactions between social and biophysical reality. It initially combined questioning of the basis of mainstream
economics with a concern for environmental degradation and limits to growth, but has now advanced well beyond critique into theoretical,
analytical and policy alternatives. Social ecological economics and transformation to an alternative future now form core ideas in an
interdisciplinary approach combining insights from a range of disciplines including heterodox economics, political ecology, sociology, political
science, social psychology, applied philosophy, environmental ethics and a range of natural sciences. This handbook, edited by a leading
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figure in the field, demonstrates the dynamism of ecological economics in a wide-ranging collection of state-of-the-art essays. Containing
contributions from an array of international researchers who are pushing the boundaries of the field, the Routledge Handbook of Ecological
Economics showcases the diversity of the field and points the way forward. A critical analytical perspective is combined with realism about
how economic systems operate and their essential connection to the natural world and society. This provides a rich understanding of how
biophysical reality relates to and integrates with social reality. Chapters provide succinct overviews of the literature covering a range of
subject areas including: heterodox thought on the environment; society, power and politics, markets and consumption; value and ethics;
science and society; methods for evaluation and policy analysis; policy challenges; and the future post-growth society. The rich contents
dispel the myth of there being no alternatives to current economic thought and the political economy it supports. The Routledge Handbook of
Ecological Economics provides a guide to the literature on ecological economics in an informative and easily accessible form. It is essential
reading for those interested in exploring and understanding the interactions between the social, ecological and economic and is an important
resource for those interested in fields such as: human ecology, political ecology, environmental politics, human geography, environmental
management, environmental evaluation, future and transition studies, environmental policy, development studies and heterodox economics.
"Vital, very readable guidance for investors, environmentalists, and interested bystanders looking toward a future without fossil fuels."
-BOOKLIST "It's hard to argue with the relentless logic...." -E/THE ENVIRONMENTAL MAGAZINE "Readers looking to separate facts from
hype about cars running on hydrogen and large-scale fuel cell systems will find a useful primer here."-PUBLISHERS WEEKLY Lately it has
become a matter of conventional wisdom that hydrogen will solve many of our energy and environmental problems. Nearly everyone -environmentalists, mainstream media commentators, industry analysts, General Motors, and even President Bush -- seems to expect
emission-free hydrogen fuel cells to ride to the rescue in a matter of years, or at most a decade or two. Not so fast, says Joseph Romm. In
The Hype about Hydrogen, he explains why hydrogen isn't the quick technological fix it's cracked up to be, and why cheering for fuel cells to
sweep the market is not a viable strategy for combating climate change. Buildings and factories powered by fuel cells may indeed become
common after 2010, Joseph Romm argues, but when it comes to transportation, the biggest source of greenhouse-gas emissions, hydrogen
is unlikely to have a significant impact before 2050. The Hype about Hydrogen offers a hype-free explanation of hydrogen and fuel cell
technologies, takes a hard look at the practical difficulties of transitioning to a hydrogen economy, and reveals why, given increasingly strong
evidence of the gravity of climate change, neither government policy nor business investment should be based on the belief that hydrogen
cars will have meaningful commercial success in the near or medium term. Romm, who helped run the federal government's program on
hydrogen and fuel cells during the Clinton administration, provides a provocative primer on the politics, business, and technology of hydrogen
and climate protection.
The concept of circular economy is based on strategies, practices, policies, and technologies to achieve principles related to reusing,
recycling, redesigning, repurposing, remanufacturing, refurbishing, and recovering water, waste materials, and nutrients to preserve natural
resources. It provides the necessary conditions to encourage economic and social actors to adopt strategies toward sustainability. However,
the increasing complexity of sustainability aspects means that traditional engineering and management/economics alone cannot face the new
challenes and reach the appropriate solutions. Thus, this book highlights the role of engineering and management in building a sustainable
society by developing a circular economy that establishes and protects strong social and cultural structures based on cross-disciplinary
knowledge and diverse skills. It includes theoretical justification, research studies, and case studies to provide researchers, practitioners,
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professionals, and policymakers the appropriate context to work together in promoting sustainability and circular economy thinking. Volume 1,
Circular Economy and Sustainability: Management and Policy, discusses the content of circular economy principles and how they can be
realized in the fields of economy, management, and policy. It gives an outline of the current status and perception of circular economy at the
micro-, meso-, and macro-levels to provide a better understanding of its role to achieve sustainability. Volume 2, Circular Economy and
Sustainability: Environmental Engineering, presents various technological and developmental tolls that emphasize the implementation of
these principles in practice (micro-level). It demonstrates the necessity to establish a fundamental connection between sustainable
engineering and circular economy. Presents a novel approach linking circular economy concept to environmental engineering and
management to promote sustainability goals in modern societies Approaches the topic of production and consumption at both the micro- and
macro-levels, integrating principles with practice Offers a range of theoretical and foundational knowledge in addition to case studies that
demonstrate the potential impact of circular economy principles on economic and societal progress
The relentless pursuit of economic growth is the defining characteristic of contemporary societies. Yet it benefits few and demands monstrous
social and ecological sacrifice. Is there a viable alternative? How can we halt the endless quest to grow global production and consumption
and instead secure socio-ecological conditions that support lives worth living for all? In this compelling book, leading experts Giorgos Kallis,
Susan Paulson, Giacomo D’Alisa and Federico Demaria make the case for degrowth - living well with less, by living differently, prioritizing
wellbeing, equity and sustainability. Drawing on emerging initiatives and enduring traditions around the world, they advance a radical
degrowth vision and outline policies to shape work and care, income and investment that avoid exploitative and unsustainable practices.
Degrowth, they argue, can be achieved through transformative strategies that allow societies to slow down by design, not disaster. Essential
reading for all concerned citizens, policy-makers, and students, this book will be an important contribution to one of the thorniest and most
pressing debates of our era.
Ecological economics seeks to socially construct a political economics which will deal successfully with environmental problems and make
the individual more visible in economic analysis. The author describes the principles, strategies and instruments of social change for key
players - governmental agencies, business corporations, environmental and religious organizations and universities - and underlines their
responsibilities in the market economy. Peter S?derbaum emphasizes the need to articulate ideologies, worldviews, ethics and related
scientific perspectives as part of economics, and the importance of pluralism and democratic decision making. His account of the theories
and means that will brings us closer to a sustainable society consider tools such as environmental impact assessment (EIA) and describes
success indicators such as environmental labelling and environmental management systems (EMS). It highlights strategies and policies that
facilitate social change and sets out future agendas for the individual actors in political economics.
This is the inaugural volume in a series of reviews on the theory, policy, and implementation of sustainability and sustainable development,
with a focus on the economic, social, and environmental challenges facing the world today. This volume includes papers by leading
international experts in the science of sustainability, including Rudolf de Groot, Richard Cowling, Bruce Hannon, R. Kerry Turner, Peter
Nijkamp, Peter Söderbaum, Barry D. Solomon, and Pushpam Kumar. NOTE: Annals volumes are available for sale as individual books or as
a journal. For information on institutional journal subscriptions, please visit www.blackwellpublishing.com/nyas. ACADEMY MEMBERS:
Please contact the New York Academy of Sciences directly to place your order (www.nyas.org). Members of the New York Academy of
Science receive full-text access to the Annals online and discounts on print volumes. Please visit
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http://www.nyas.org/MemberCenter/Join.aspx for more information about becoming a member.
By their adoption of Agenda 21, most of the world's governments have acknowledged the need for sustainable development. This implies that
new policies are needed, focusing on economic, social, cultural and ecological goals. At the same time, we also need to solve existing
environmental and social problems, and prevent the occurrence of new ones. This volume presents, tests and illustrates a theoretically wellfounded procedure for discovering regional opportunities for sustainable development, based on a systems approach to decision making. The
procedure takes as its starting point the needs of the people involved, relating these to the measurement of available resources in order to
find opportunities for multiple resource use and sustainable development. The needs of future generations and broader communities are
taken into account throughout. The book studies regional planning and the implementation of plans, offering guidance and support to parties
involved in debates on sustainable development, and improving the quality of their decision making.
Ecological economics can help create the future that most people want – a future that is prosperous, just, equitable and sustainable. This
forward-thinking book lays out an alternative approach that places the sustainable wellbeing of humans and the rest of nature as the
overarching goal. Each of the book’s chapters, written by a diverse collection of scholars and practitioners, outlines a research and action
agenda for how this future can look and possible actions for its realisation.
When we look at the state of the world today, what is most evident is the fact that the major problems of our time – energy, environment,
economy, climate change and social justice – cannot be understood in isolation. They are interconnected problems, which means that they
require corresponding systemic solutions. Today’s global economy has brought about critical distress for ecosystems and societies and we
have to go to the very root of the problems to find a way out. This volume develops a synthesized interpretation of ecological economics
integrating different levels: (economic) system, (business) practice and the (economic) actor. It discusses how changes on a systems level
are connected to changes in practice and development of individual consciousness. Transformative Ecological Economics delves into the
insight and knowledge from different sources of inspiration (thermodynamics, Darwinism, anthroposophy and Buddhism) as well as into an
integrated story describing and illustrating the core ideas, principles and values that characterize a utopian society anchored in ecological
economics. Implementation of the deep changes demanded depends on our ability to write a new story, a utopian one for sure, but one which
is in accordance with and based on the reality in which we live. This book will be of interest to those who study ecological economics, political
economy and environmental economics.
From Empty-World Economics to Full-World Economics Ecological economics explores new ways of thinking about how we manage our lives
and our planet to achieve a sustainable, equitable, and prosperous future. Ecological economics extends and integrates the study and
management of both "nature's household" and "humankind's household"—An Introduction to Ecological Economics, Second Edition, the first
update and expansion of this classic text in 15 years, describes new approaches to achieving a sustainable and desirable human presence
on Earth. Written by the top experts in the field, it addresses the necessity for an innovative approach to integrated environmental, social, and
economic analysis and management, and describes policies aimed at achieving our shared goals. Demands a Departure from Business as
Usual The book begins with a description of prevailing interdependent environmental, economic, and social issues and their underlying
causes, and offers guidance on designing policies and instruments capable of adequately coping with these problems. It documents the
historical development of the disciplines of economics and ecology, and explores how they have evolved so differently from a shared
conceptual base. Structured into four sections, it also presents various ideas and models in their proper chronological context, details the
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fundamental principles of ecological economics, and outlines prospects for the future. What’s New in the Second Edition: Includes several
new pieces and updates in each section Adds a series of independently authored "boxes" to expand and update information in the current
text Addresses the historical development of economics and ecology and the recent progress in integrating the study of humans and the rest
of nature Covers the basic concepts and applications of ecological economics in language accessible to a broad audience An Introduction to
Ecological Economics, Second Edition can be used in an introductory undergraduate or graduate course; requires no prior knowledge of
mathematics, economics, or ecology; provides a unified understanding of natural and human-dominated ecosystems; and reintegrates the
market economy within society and the rest of nature.
Handbook in Environmental Economics, Volume 4, the latest in this ongoing series, highlights new advances in the field, with this new volume
presenting timely chapters on Modeling Ecosystems and Economic Systems, Framing Sustainability Policy Questions: Who Leads – Ecology
or Economics?, Valuing Natural Capital Within an Integrated Economic Ecological, Developing Economies, Urbanization, Climate Change
and Health, Viewing Environmental Policy Instruments for Domestic and International Perspective, Quasi experimental Estimation of
Environmental Policies, Environment Macro, The Rules for Formal and Informal Institutions in Managing Environmental Resources, and How
Should Uncertainty Be Integrated into the Methods for Policy Evaluation? Answers key policy questions facing environmental agencies in
developed and developing economies Integrates insights from economics and ecology as part of several key chapters Presents the latest on
efforts to review and evaluate the new literatures on field and quasi experiments in environmental economics Provides the first substantive
review of environmental macro economics
Contains articles first published in journals in the 1980s and 1990s by a leading commentator on the environment, offering lively criticism of
existing work on ecological economics and the economics of ecology. A theme of all the essays is that changes in perspective, attitudes, and
policies are required to avoid the impoverishment that results when environmental and social costs of growth exceed benefits. Issues
addressed include growth economics, misunderstandings of thermodynamics, economic development and population, globalization, money,
and humans in the ecosystem. The author is a professor in the school of public affairs at the University of Maryland. Annotation copyrighted
by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
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